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Paper! The Fall 2011 issue will showcase yarns spun with 
paper. On page 54 of this issue, Judith MacKenzie shares 
her ex per i ences spinning with sewing-pattern paper. We 
hope this will get your creative juices flowing to start your 
own experiments! The deadline to submit is May 15. Please 

send a minimum five-yard length of handspun yarn labeled with your name, mail-
ing address, phone number, e-mail address, and fiber content. Mail your com-
ments and your yarn to Spin.Off Your Yarn, 201 E. Fourth St., Loveland, CO 
80537-5655. Call or e-mail Assistant Editor Liz Good with questions at (970) 
613-4679 or lgood@interweave.com. The yarn won’t be returned, but it will be 
used to raise money for a worthy charity. Please contact us at the above address 
if you’d like to volunteer to make a charity item using the yarns from previous 
Your Yarn entries. Yarns that don’t appear in the magazine may be viewed on  
our website, spinningdaily.com.

Next 
Challenge

y o u r  y a r n

Camelids

 Teri O’Neal of Littlerock, Washington
Camel/metallic yarn, 2-ply, 14 wpi, 2 bpi, 950 ypp

Erin Rohlman of New Meadows, Idaho
Llama, 3-ply, 11 wpi, 7 bpi, 775 ypp
“This yarn is special. It’s the final fleece of our llama herd sire, Keaton, who died of old age in 2009. 
Keaton passed on his best traits—personality and great fiber—to his offspring. This yarn will be 
knitted into special gifts for Keaton’s original owners, Dave and Joy Rittersbacher of Llama Joy.”

Brenda Dunse of River Falls, Wisconsin
Alpaca, 4-ply, 7 wpi, 6 bpi, 200 ypp
“This yarn was made from a roving of alpaca fiber with a staple length of 1½ to 2 inches.”

Chris Switzer of Estes Park, Colorado
Huacaya alpaca, singles, 9 wpi, 650 ypp
“This spotted brown-and-white alpaca is from our herd. I didn’t card the fiber, just teased
it open, and it variegated on its own. It was spun on a Turkish spindle. I am a weaver, and this  
yarn is singles for weft for my shuttle.”

Margaret Holsinger of Harrisburg, Pennsylvania
Alpaca, 2-ply, 23 wpi, 9 bpi, 3,325 ypp
“This is a blend of two different alpaca blends spun on a spindle.”

Terry Heese of Deltona, Florida
Baby alpaca, 2-ply, 21 wpi, 11 bpi, 1,975 ypp
“The rose-gray roving to spin this yarn was processed by Morrow Fleece Works. I wrestled with 
the thought of even giving up 5 yards of this lovely yarn. It is my all-time favorite.”

Camelids! From alpaca to camel to 
guanaco, if it’s made from camelid fiber, 

we wanted to see it! Shown on these 
two pages is a selection of the fiber types 

and spinning styles we received; view 
more on our website, spinningdaily.com. 

Yarns are shown at 100%. Details show 
the yarns magnified at 276%.
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Pat Donald of Jackson, Tennessee
Alpaca, 2-ply, 10 wpi, 8 bpi, 650 ypp
“This yarn is from a rose-gray alpaca named Rocky who is four years old.”

Gayle Paige of Coos Bay, Oregon
Baby alpaca, 2-ply, 7 wpi, 5 bpi, 500 ypp

Lue Carpenter of Clinton, Washington
Alpaca/Shetland, 2-ply, 11 wpi, 5 bpi, 400 ypp
“I have a new twist (pardon the pun) on camelid spinning. I had finished spinning a lovely gray 
alpaca yarn, but it was so soft it wouldn’t hold its shape when knitting. So I plied the alpaca 
with a darker gray Shetland. The Shetland gave the alpaca body, the alpaca gave the Shetland 
softness, and the yarn held its shape when knitted.”

Gina Allewelt of Millville, New Jersey
Alpaca, Merino, glitz, recycled sari silk, bamboo, angora, mohair, wool, Romney locks, 
Cotswold locks, rayon thread, sari ribbon, singles, 13 bpi, 650 ypp
“This yarn was made from various fibers using my drumcarder; the fibers were processed 
twice and then spun at random.”

DJ Lynch of Erie, Colorado
80% paco-vicuña/20% English Angora rabbit, 2-ply, 18 wpi, 8 bpi, 1,900 ypp
“This fiber came from my two softest animals. The paco-vicuña is very light beige/white and 
the angora is a light gray. I handcarded the fiber just enough to blend, then spun the fluff on  
a drop spindle.”

Irene Andersson of Ljungskile, Sweden
60% camel down/40% alpaca, 2-ply, 10 wpi, 5 bpi, 900 ypp
“I have been a spinner for more than thirty years and am always using my drumcarders.  
For this yarn, I blended two different shades of brown and a small amount of black alpaca  
to camel down.”

June Kirkpatrick of Santa Fe, New Mexico
Llama, 2-ply, 6 wpi, 4 bpi, 300 ypp
“The wool for this yarn came from one of my llamas, a young man named Frosty.”

Selah Barling of Seattle, Washington
Suri alpaca, 2-ply, 11 wpi, 5 bpi, 900 ypp
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Sandy Parkinson of Bartlett, Tennessee
Alpaca, 2-ply, 15 wpi, 7 bpi, 950 ypp
“Member of Spinning on the River Fiber Guild.”

Debbie Leighton of Loveland, Colorado
Alpaca, 2-ply, 14 wpi, 10 bpi, 1,700 ypp
“This yarn was hand-prepared and spun from Cochise, one of the alpacas on our ranch, Deer  
Valley Alpacas and Paco Vicuñas.”

April Rose of Duluth, Georgia
Alpaca, 3-ply, 13 wpi, 10 bpi, 875 ypp
“This yarn is a swirl from two fawn-colored alpacas from Northstar Alpaca Farm. The light fawn 
alpaca is the mother of the dark.”

Alicia R. Santiago of Snowflake, Arizona
Alpaca, 2-ply, 11 wpi, 9 bpi, 975 ypp
“This skein is from Norman. Norman is a rescue alpaca currently residing at the Arizona Llama 
Rescue sanctuary in Snowflake, Arizona. He has gorgeous fiber and is a clown who never ceases  
to entertain me. I’d like to ask spinners who are interested in a fiber flock to please look into  
their local llama rescue organizations.”

Kathy L. Erskine of Elkhorn, Wisconsin
Llama, 2-ply, 10 wpi, 6 bpi, 950 ypp
“My husband and I have a small herd of llamas, which we began in 1998. I learned to spin a couple years 
later and haven’t stopped since! This yarn is made from one ply of Lucie and one ply of her son Magic.”

Sylvia Sachs of Arlington, Tennessee
Alpaca, 3-ply, 13 wpi, 8 bpi, 1,250 ypp

Kris Peters of Spring Grove, Pennsylvania
Alpaca, 2-ply, 13 wpi, 8 bpi, 800 ypp
“I opened the tips and butt with my flicker and spun this soft alpaca fiber semiworsted. I’m 
planning on knitting a lacy shawl with the rest.”

Edna Smith of Lethbridge, Alberta, Canada
Alpaca, 2-ply, 13 wpi, 6 bpi, 1,500 ypp
“This fiber was dyed with Gaywool dyes.”
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Susan Halstead of Essex Junction, Vermont
Alpaca, 2-ply, 23 wpi, 14 bpi, 2,250 ypp
“I bought this fiber at the Vermont Sheep and Wool Festival in October and didn’t realize until  
I got home that I had part of a fleece, not roving. I had to get a pet comb from the hardware 
store and teach myself to comb locks of alpaca. This used about four locks.”

Diana Homoly of Windham, Ohio
Suri alpaca, 2-ply, 12 wpi, 4 bpi, 800 ypp
“This fiber is from my beige suri Tabitha. It was commercially prepared into roving and then spun 
on a Turkish spindle. I feel I have better control of the consistency with a spindle. I have eight 
identical spindles and have been spinning for ten years. This fiber was Kool-Aid dyed and is my 
first attempt at dyeing yarn.”

Charlotte Pavelko of Orange Cove, California
Alpaca, 2-ply, 7 wpi, 4 bpi, 550 ypp

Peggy Stuart of Park City, Utah
Huacaya alpaca, 2-ply, 10 wpi, 6 bpi, 600 ypp

Mary Lessman of Cordova, Tennessee
Alpaca, 2-ply, 10 wpi, 9 bpi, 850 ypp
“Member of Spinning on the River Fiber Guild.”

Sharon Berry of East Bend, North Carolina
Llama, 2-ply, 13 wpi, 7 bpi, 950 ypp
“This yarn is from a lovely twelve-year-old llama named Miss Oregon. Miss Oregon is the mother 
of three, likes fresh figs, male llamas, and attention, which she believes is key to producing fine 
fiber (this is 25.1 microns). This yarn was spun on a traditional wheel my husband made and will 
be knitted into a scarf.”

Tamara Miller of Ada, Michigan
Huacaya alpaca and metallic silver thread, 2-ply, 14 wpi, 11 bpi, 1,450 ypp
“This yarn is a bay-black/rose-gray mix of alpaca dyed with blue Kool-Aid and plied with metallic 
thread.”

Carolyn Crittenden of Lesmurdie, Western Australia
Alpaca, 2-ply, 13 wpi, 10 bpi, 950 ypp
“My yarn is gray and green-dyed alpaca fleece, plied with gray alpaca, and spun with little lengths 
of white raveled alpaca yarn.”
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Debi Dodge of Lafayette, Colorado
Vicuña, 2-ply, 14 wpi, 8 bpi, 2,000 ypp
“I found this treasure at SOAR 2010. Yummo! The best fiber ever.”

Ellen Hall of Fultondale, Alabama
Alpaca, 2-ply, 15 wpi, 6 bpi, 1,250 ypp
“I first tried spinning from the flicked, unwashed locks, but the fiber didn’t want to draft. I then 
washed some locks, flicked them, and then drumcarded them. This was a black-and-white fleece,  
and I found that the hand of the white locks was different from the black.”

Kristen Brudnak of Brookfield, Illinois
Alpaca, 2-ply, 11 wpi, 9 bpi, 650 ypp
“I had the opportunity to attend the shearing at an alpaca farm and pick the fleeces I wanted. After 
finding out how long a mill would take, I decided to hand-process the fleeces myself. With help 
from YouTube, I skirted the fleeces, washed them, and handcarded them into rolags. I enjoyed the 
entire process so much.”

Marie Witte of Memphis, Tennessee
Alpaca, 2-ply, 12 wpi, 7 bpi, 750 ypp

Diane Witt of Albuquerque, New Mexico
Camel, singles, 26 wpi, 3,650 ypp
“This wool, purchased at the New Mexico State Fair, is from a New Mexican camel. Camels have 
been in the United States since the mid-nineteenth century when the United States Army formed 
the U.S. Camel Corps as an experiment to use camels as pack animals.”

Nancy Mudloff of Belvidere, Illinois
Alpaca, 2-ply, 19 wpi, 6 bpi, 1,750 ypp
“This fiber was luxurious predrafted roving from Little Pine Traditional Crafts in Lancaster, 
Pennsylvania, that I think will make a lovely lacy scarf that will be soft and warm next to my skin.”

Leslie Ordal of Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
Alpaca, 2-ply, 21 wpi, 6 bpi, 2,550 ypp
“The fiber for this yarn comes from Laurentian Alpacas in Montreal. Fintry (white) and Skaha (light 
fawn) produce championship fleeces that are a delight to work with. I spun each fleece separately 
directly from the lock and plied the two together for a very faintly variegated yarn.”

Gloria Smith of Braymer, Missouri
Paco-vicuña, 2-ply, 15 wpi, 8 bpi, 1,300 ypp
“The beige is Flash (15.2 microns), and the color is Cassandra (16 microns). The blended effect  
of two natural colors from opposite ends of the spectrum makes a bold statement.”


